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Abstract
This paper presents a study on the use of encoder-derived features in decoder-
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side depth estimation. The scheme of multiview video encoding does not
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pressed and packed into the bitstream, with a set of features that could make it
easier to estimate geometry in the decoder. The paper proposes novel recursive
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require the transmission of depth maps (which carry the geometry of a threedimensional scene) as only a set of input views and their parameters are com-

block splitting for the feature extraction process and evaluates different scenarios of feature-driven decoder-side depth estimation, performed by assessing
their influence on the bitrate of metadata, quality of the reconstructed video,
and time of depth estimation. As efficient encoding of multiview sequences
became one of the main scopes of the video encoding community, the experimental results are based on the “geometry absent” profile from the incoming
MPEG Immersive video standard. The results show that the quality of synthesized views using the proposed recursive block splitting outperforms that of
the state-of-the-art approach.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Many contemporary multimedia systems, for example,
ones that utilize head-mounted displays to present visual
data to their users, make it possible to virtually navigate
through three-dimensional scenes [1]. Unfortunately,
such a possibility yields the requirement of acquiring precise geometric information to provide a sufficient level of
immersion, which is impossible to achieve if the quality
of a displayed image is low [2]. For natural scenes, such a
detailed description of the scene can be acquired using
densely arranged multiview camera systems [3–6]

because the quality of the estimated geometry increases
with the number of used cameras [7]. It also increases the
size of data required to process.
Sending a high amount of uncompressed data to a
decoder is highly impractical. Thus, in any practical
immersive video system, efficient encoding of an
immersive video has to be applied. As immersive video
applications gain widespread attention in the video
processing community, there has been a noticeable
increase in standardization efforts in this field [8]. One of
the currently prepared standards, that is, MPEG
Immersive video (MIV) [9], provides state-of-the-art
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methods for efficient encoding of multiview sequences.
Although its main profile focuses on removing interview
redundancy and packing of remaining data, the “geometry absent” (MIV GA) profile follows the idea of estimating the geometry of the scene at the decoder side [10]. In
MIV GA, only a set of input views and their parameters
are compressed and packed into the bitstream. However,
in most cases, the geometry information (eg., in the form
of a depth map for each view [11]) is available on the
encoder side. This situation enables the encoder to send a
set of features that could make it easier to estimate
geometry in the decoder [12,13]. These features include
block-wise information, such as a range of depth in a
block or a skip flag that indicates that the depth in a
block did not change from the previous frame.
This study evaluates different scenarios of featuredriven decoder-side depth estimation. We assess the
influence of these scenarios on the bitrate of metadata,
quality of final video reconstruction, and time of depth
estimation performed at the decoder side. We also present a novel extension of the method supported in the
MIV standard—the introduction of recursive block splitting in the feature extraction process. The proposed
method allows the feature extractor to better fit to the
edges of the objects. Thus, it improves the quality and
decreases the computational time of depth estimation.

2 | FEATURE -D R I VE N D S D E
The features derived from depth maps, which are available in the encoder, helps in solving the fundamental
issues that arise from decoder-side depth estimation.
First, such estimation highly influences the complexity of
the decoding process as depth estimation becomes its
part. Even the fastest approaches are computationally
expensive and cannot provide high-quality depth maps in
real time [14]. Moreover, as depth maps are estimated
using compressed views, some degradation of their
quality can be seen [15,16]. This compression-induced
degradation can be decreased using refinement methods
for compression artifacts reduction [17] or depth map
enhancement [18,19]. However, the use of additional
postprocessing steps increases the valuable time from
acquiring the bitstream to present the virtual view to a
final viewer.
A different approach is shown in feature-driven depth
estimation [12], which assumes three different features
already within the encoded bitstream. The first type is
the depth range within each block of input depth maps
(Figure 1). Sending this information to the decoder
increases the quality of estimated depth by reducing possible estimation errors, which can be the effect of views
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F I G U R E 1 Basic idea of depth range features: division of
depth maps according to a 128  128 grid and sending two
normalized disparity values (the smallest and largest ones) for each
block B

F I G U R E 2 Concept of block splitting: Block B from Figure 1
was split into two subblocks (S1 and S2) with a smaller depth range

compression, as depth within each block will be cropped
to the provided range. Moreover, the estimation process
can be significantly speeded up as the number of depth
values that have to be considered possibly true by the
estimation becomes much smaller, thereby reducing the
processing time of the entire decoder.
The other features are the above skip flag, which
reduces the number of pixels for which the depth has
to be estimated, and depth estimation parameters,
including regularization parameters that would help the
depth estimator properly estimate smooth gradients of
depth. The latter parameters highly depend on the used
estimator. Therefore, to provide the most overall conclusions of our research, these parameters are not considered further.
The size of blocks is usually not fixed. For example,
the blocks can be divided into four square subblocks [12]
(Figure 2) or two rectangular subblocks (earlier proposed
and evaluated by Szydełko and others [20]). All of these
division types are shown in Figure 3.
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F I G U R E 3 Eight types of block splitting (from the left): no
split, quad split, and six rectangular splits (three vertical and three
horizontal): symmetrical, asymmetrical with a ratio of 25/75, and
asymmetrical with a ratio of 75/25
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by each block is required. The distance between the
farthest and nearest objects in the block, along with the
defined split threshold, determines the condition for
subsequent block splits:
if ðdMinB – dMaxB > splitThreshÞ : split block B,

ð1Þ

where dMaxB and dMinB are the maximum and minimum values of the normalized disparity within block B,
respectively, directly derived from zNearB and zFarB
values [22] within block B:
1
 zFar
 b

1  2 1 ,
zNear  zFar

ð2Þ

1
 zFar
 b

1  2 1 :
zNear  zFar

ð3Þ

1

B
dMinB ¼ zFar
1

1

B
dMaxB ¼ zNear
1

F I G U R E 4 (A) Depth map for one view of sequence kitchen,
(B) block grid obtained using a state-of-the-art approach (max block
size: 128, min block size: 64), and (C) block grid obtained using a
recursive approach (max block size: 128, min block size: 8)

3 | P R O P O S ED B L O C K SP L IT T I N G
State-of-the-art approaches [12,21] split the block only
once. Therefore, they cannot fit the more complicated
structure of the depth map. To address this, we propose
the recursive solution, where each block can be recursively split several times to fit its edges to the edges in the
depth map (Figure 4).
The motivation of fitting the block grid to the objects’
edges is simple; the depth estimator does not check all
possible disparity values but only the values from the
range [dMinB, dMaxB] (Figure 1). Therefore, if the block
contains only pixels representing a single object (eg., a
fragment of the wall), the range of checked disparities for
each pixel within that block is very narrow, resulting in
faster depth estimation and a lower possibility for estimating wrong depth. In the optimal case, if dMinB and
dMaxB for block B are equal (thus, the block contains a
single object of constant depth), there is no need for
depth estimation for that block.
Before proceeding with recursive splitting, the entire
frame undergoes an initial split into a grid of square
blocks of the selected initial size. This allows using simple splitting in a quad-tree (or binary-tree) fashion. For
further processing, finding the depth range represented

Here, zNear and zFar are the global values of the
nearest and farthest distances for the entire depth map,
and b is the bit depth of the depth map (typically equals
to 10 or 16).
In other words, if the range of depth within the block
is very large, the block should be narrowed down to
smaller blocks. As mentioned in the previous section, the
current approach allows splitting blocks into seven ways
(Figure 3). Basic splitting into quads (four subblocks)
does not require additional processing. However, it is
necessary to select the best possible variant when rectangular splitting is enabled. For all possible variants (except
quads), each subblock is checked using (1). If the depth
range in each subblock of a single variant exceeds the set
threshold, the tested variant is rejected. This is because it
may increase the number of splits, thereby increasing
metadata bitrate. For each variant (including quads), the
sum of the cost volumes for all subblocks is calculated as
follows:
costVolB ¼

X

ððdMaxS – dMinS Þ þ 1Þ  wS  hS ,

ð4Þ

SB

with width wS and height hS of each subblock S of block
B. The variant with the lowest cost volume was assumed
as the best way to split the block; thus, it was applied.
The entire above process is repeated recursively for
the blocks created in previous splits (Figure 5). Finally,
recursion ends when a block does not meet criterion (1),
or one of the subblock dimensions becomes smaller than
the set minimum block size.
The final step is to exploit the temporal consistency
information from the depth maps. For this, we compare
the corresponding blocks from the current and previous
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frames. The similarity of the blocks is determined by the
similarity of the depth range and the ratio of the average
SAD (per pixel) to the maximum possible depth value. If
the similarity value exceeds the set threshold
(skipThresh), a skip flag is sent for that depth block.
Therefore, to reduce the metadata bitrate, a skip flag is
sent for the parent block (subblocks are also skipped).
Additionally, dMin and dMax values can be quantized
with the provided width of quantization levels
(quantWidth).

conducted at the decoder side. Therefore, all tested configurations were compared against the DSDE anchor in
CTC called “G17 anchor.” The G17 anchor was generated
using the GA profile of the MIV standard [9] and the test
model for MIV 8 (TMIV 8) [24]. When using the GA profile, the MIV encoder selects a subset of input views to
decrease the total bitrate and pixel rate [25] of the transmitted video. Then, the selected views are concatenated
to decrease the number of video streams and encoded
using VVC (or another video encoder, as the MIV is
codec-agnostic). The input views are restored from

4 | EXPERIMENTS
4.1 | Methodology
All 18 configurations of block splitting (Table 1) were
evaluated under common test conditions (CTC) for MIV
[23] on a test set containing 15 miscellaneous test
sequences, including 9 computer-generated (CG)
sequences (Figure 6) and 6 sequences with natural
content (NC) captured by real multicamera systems
(Figure 7). The sequences differ in scene characteristics,
camera arrangement (linear, planar, and spherical), and
camera type: 5 omnidirectional sequences with views
represented in equirectangular projection (ERP) and
10 sequences with typical perspective views.
As the name indicates, the feature-driven DSDE
approach requires the depth estimation process to be

F I G U R E 5 Idea of recursive block splitting. Orange: first split
(128  128 ≥ 64  64) as in Clare et al. [21]; additional recursive
splits: second (yellow), third (green), and fourth (blue)

TABLE 1

F I G U R E 6 Computer-generated sequences. Left column:
ClassroomVideo, Hijack, Kitchen, Fan, Group, and Mirror; right:
Museum, Chess, and ChessPieces

Tested configurations

Block split types

Max/min block size

Quad only

128/64a

128/16

128/8

a

64/16

64/8

128/64

128/16

128/8

64/32

64/16

64/8

128/64

b

128/16

128/8

64/32

b

64/16

64/8

64/32
Quad + symmetrical rectangle
Quad + symmetrical & asymmetrical rectangle

a

State-of-the-art approach described in Garus et al. [12] and Clare et al. [27].
State-of-the-art approach [21] adapted by the ISO/IEC WG4 MPEG VC group for the MPEG Immersive video SEI message (Annex F.2.6 of [28]).

b
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practical commercial systems: from 5 to 50 Mbps. For the
convenience of the readers, the used QP values are presented in Table 2.
As presented in Table 1, the influence of four parameters was evaluated in the experiments: max block size,
min block size, rectangular block split enabling, and
enabling of asymmetrical splitting. Other parameters of
the feature-driven DSDE were common for all
configurations:
• skipThresh ¼ 2%,
• splitThresh ¼ 2562,
• quantWidth ¼ 256:
F I G U R E 7 Natural sequences. Left column: Frog, Hall, and
Painter; right: Fencing, Carpark, and Street

TABLE 2

Used QP values for five rate points

Test sequence

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

ClassroomVideo

29

31

36

43

50

Museum

39

46

49

50

51

Hijack

18

21

26

31

35

Kitchen

26

31

35

39

43

Chess

23

28

32

37

42

Painter

23

28

34

37

41

Frog

29

31

34

39

44

Carpark

21

23

28

32

35

Fencing

21

24

26

29

34

Hall

12

15

17

20

25

Street

21

23

25

30

35

Fan

29

30

33

39

46

Group

28

32

36

40

46

ChessPieces

22

27

33

39

45

Mirror

25

31

36

42

48

decoded VVC bitstreams at the decoder side. Then, they
are used for depth estimation. This step is performed
using Immersive Video Depth Estimation (IVDE) [26],
the publicly available depth estimation method that
became the MPEG reference software and that is commonly used in MIV-related experiments.
According to the MIV CTC [23], for each sequence,
the video streams were encoded using VVC with five QP
values to obtain the rate-distortion (RD) curve, presenting the dependency between bitrate and quality. The
exact values of QP used for each sequence are available
in the MIV CTC document [23]. The QP values were
selected by the ISO/IEC WG4 MPEG VC group to represent the useful range of bitrates, which can be used in

The two main purposes of the feature-driven DSDE are
to increase coding efficiency and to decrease decoding
time (including the time required for depth estimation).
Therefore, for the evaluation of the tested configurations,
the following three parameters were considered:
• quality of synthesized views (estimated by PSNR metric by comparing input and colocated views synthesized using the decoded bitstream),
• bitrate (the total bitrate of all video streams, MIV
metadata, and encoder-derived features),
• decoding time (calculated as a percentage of time
needed for the decoding of the G17 anchor).
The configurations are denoted as follows:
TYPE  GS  RL, where GS is the initial grid size, RL is
the number of recursion levels, and TYPE is one of three
considered block split types: Q is only quad splitting, S is
quad + symmetrical rectangular splitting, and A is for
square + all rectangular splitting. For example, Q-128-3
means the configuration with no rectangular splitting,
initial grid 128  128, and three recursion levels. Thus,
the minimum size of the block is equal to 16  16 pixels.

4.2 | Experimental results
The experimental results are divided into four subsections. In Section 4.2.1, the comparison of all tested configurations is presented. Sections 4.2.2 to 4.2.4 present the
influence of single tested parameters: maximum block
size (Section 4.2.2), minimum block size (Section 4.2.3),
and the allowance of rectangular splitting (Section 4.2.4).

4.2.1 |

Full results

Three figures in this subsection contain scatterplots presenting the dependencies between three considered
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parameters: decoding time, bitrate, and quality. Decoding
time and bitrate were averaged over all 15 sequences.
Quality was averaged over all sequences and views.
Moreover, as the decoding time and quality for each
sequence were measured five times (for five different QP
values), these parameters were averaged over all five
QPs. The bitrates presented in this subsection do not
include the bitrate of video streams. However, they
include only the bitrate of the features as this bitrate is
independent of QP.
As shown in Figure 8, configurations with more
recursion levels (a smaller minimum size of the block;
that is, the min block size is equal to 8) require a much
higher bitrate than configurations with bigger blocks
do. Such a relationship is expected because for configurations with smaller blocks, the number of blocks is large
(compare Figures 4B,C), and for every block B, two features (dMinB and dMaxB ), and several flags have to be

F I G U R E 8 Bitrate of extracted features (averaged over all
sequences and views) versus PSNR of synthesized views (averaged
over all sequences, views, and QPs) for 18 tested configurations;
state-of-the-art approaches: Q-128-1 and Q-64-1 [12] and A-128-1
and A-64-1 [21]

F I G U R E 9 Decoding time versus PSNR of synthesized views
(both values are averaged over all sequences, views, and QPs) for
18 tested configurations; state-of-the-art approaches: Q-128-1 and
Q-64-1 [12] and A-128-1 and A-64-1 [21]
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sent in metadata. However, smaller blocks allow
obtaining better quality of synthesized views. This is
because they better adapt to the edges within depth maps
(cf. Figure 4), simplifying the process of depth estimation.
When analyzing the dependency between quality and
decoding time (Figure 9), recursive configurations with
smaller min block sizes perform better than nonrecursive
ones. As mentioned earlier, using smaller blocks allows
the feature extractor to better adapt to the edges of the
objects in the depth maps as the majority of the blocks
contain pixels from a single object, and the difference
between the nearest and farthest depths within many
blocks is small. In this case, for a large part of the scene,
the depth estimator does not need to analyze a high number of depth levels (being constrained to a narrow range
between dMinB and dMaxB ), which decreases the computational time required for depth estimation.
Figure 10 shows the dependency between bitrate and
decoding time. As shown in the figure, additional split
types (symmetrical and asymmetrical rectangular) also
decrease the computational time while preserving similar
decoding time. Such a difference can be spotted for all
block sizes, but it is more visible for the nonrecursive scenario. This is because in nonrecursive configurations, the
grid consists of only square blocks that do not fit the
edges within depth maps. Meanwhile, edge adaptation is
better when rectangular splitting is allowed. In recursive
configurations, each block can be split many times, so
even quad (square) splitting allows the feature extractor
to fit into the depth edges.

4.2.2 |

Influence of the initial grid size

The results presented in the previous subsection were
averaged over all QPs to obtain a single PSNR value for

F I G U R E 1 0 Bitrate of extracted features (averaged over all
sequences and views) versus decoding time (averaged over all
sequences, views, and QPs) for 18 tested configurations; state-ofthe-art approaches: Q-128-1 and Q-64-1 [12] and A-128-1 and
A-64-1 [21]
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each tested configuration. However, as mentioned in
Section 4.1, VVC encoding was repeated five times with
different values of QP to allow the analysis of the RD
curves.
Figure 11 shows the RD curves obtained for two nonrecursive configurations, with only quad (square) split
allowed. The orange curve represents the results obtained
for a smaller initial grid size (64  64), whereas the blue
curve represents the grid size of 128  128 pixels. The
bitrates shown in Figure 11 are much higher than the
bitrates in Figures 8 and 10. This is because the total
bitrate includes the features, video streams, and MIV
metadata.
As shown in Figure 11, both configurations can be
efficiently used in practical immersive video systems, but
each configuration should have different applications.
Bigger blocks require fewer data to be sent. Thus, they
can be used in low-bitrate systems. However, smaller
blocks increase the quality of depth maps (Figure 12) and

F I G U R E 1 1 RD curves obtained for different initial sizes of
the block grid: 128  128 (blue) and 64  64 (orange); no recursion,
no rectangular splitting; results averaged over all test sequences;
both curves present the results of the state-of-the-art approach
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synthesized views (Figure 13), which compensates for the
increased bitstream for high-bitrate systems. Moreover,
as presented in Table 3, usage of a smaller initial grid size
significantly decreases the time of depth estimation and
the entire decoding process.

4.2.3 |

Minimum block size

The second considered parameter was the minimum
size of the block (or the number of recursion levels).
Therefore, to investigate the influence of this parameter
on coding efficiency, three configurations were compared. Only quad (square) splitting was allowed, and
the initial grid size was set to 64  64 pixels. One of
the tested configurations was nonrecursive (with the
minimum block size equal to 32  32), and two were
recursive with block sizes of 16  16 and 8  8, respectively. Figure 14 shows that the relationship between

F I G U R E 1 3 Comparison of tested configurations; fragment of
the virtual view synthesized based on calculated depth maps
(fragment colocated to the fragment of the input view presented at
the top); please note that the ghosting artifacts at the view are
presented at the left

T A B L E 3 Comparison of decoding times for two
configurations with different initial grid sizes
Configuration

F I G U R E 1 2 Comparison of tested configurations; fragment of
the estimated depth map (fragment colocated to the fragment of the
input view presented at the top); sequence Kitchen

Video type

Q-128-1

Q-64-1

ERP

75%

64%

Perspective

64%

55%

CG

63%

56%

NC

74%

62%

Average

67%

58%

Note: Presented as a percentage of the decoding time of the G17 anchor [23].
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I G U R E 1 4 F RD curves obtained for different minimum sizes
of the block: 32  32 (one splitting level, blue line), 16  16 (two
splitting levels, orange line), and 8  8 (three splitting levels, gray
line); initial grid size: 64  64, no rectangular splitting; results
averaged over all test sequences; Q-64-1 is the state-of-the-art
approach [12]
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F I G U R E 1 6 Comparison of tested configurations; fragment of
the virtual view synthesized based on calculated depth maps
(fragment colocated to the fragment of the input view presented at
the top left)

T A B L E 4 Comparison of decoding times for three
configurations with different minimum block sizes
Configuration
Video type

Q-64-1

Q-64-2

Q-64-3

ERP

64%

64%

64%

Perspective

55%

51%

49%

CG

56%

54%

54%

NC

62%

56%

53%

Average

58%

55%

54%

Note: Presented as a percentage of the decoding time of the G17 anchor [23].

F I G U R E 1 5 Comparison of tested configurations; fragment of
the estimated depth map (fragment colocated to the fragment of the
input view presented at the top left); sequence Museum

coding efficiency and minimum block size is similar to
the relationship for the initial grid size. Using a smaller
number of blocks (no recursion, min block size:
32  32), the total bitrate is smaller, making it the best
choice for low-bitrate systems. When higher bitrates are
allowed, more recursion levels (and smaller blocks)
become more effective because they allow obtaining
better synthesis quality.
On average, the configuration Q-64-2 outperforms
Q-64-1 when more than 20 Mbits per second are used. A
configuration with a min block size of 8  8 (Q-64-3,
three recursion levels) requires higher bitrates to outperform two configurations with fewer recursion levels.

The use of more recursion levels increases the objective
and subjective qualities of depth maps and synthesized
virtual views (Figures 15 and 16).
Table 4 shows that smaller (better-suited) blocks
decrease the decoding time, especially for NC. The reason
for the discrepancy between CG and NC is simple. For
CG, the depth maps are more stable in time. By contrast,
the depth maps of NC are algorithmically estimated using
input views; thus, they can contain temporal instabilities.
When the depth map is temporally stable, many blocks
in consecutive frames are skipped (skip_flag ¼ 1), and
depth estimation is not performed for them. Therefore,
the size of the blocks does not significantly affect the
decoding time for frames other than the first one. For
inconsistent depth maps, depth estimation is performed
for the higher number of blocks in all frames; thus, the
usage of smaller blocks decreases the decoding time
even more.

SZYDEŁKO ET AL.

4.2.4

| Allowance of rectangular splitting

In the third experiment, the dependency between coding
efficiency and allowance of rectangular splitting was
examined. Figure 17 compares the three configurations:
only quad splitting (“Q,” blue line), quad + symmetrical
rectangular splitting (“S,” orange line), and all possible
split types (“A,” gray line). All tested configurations
shared a common initial grid size (64  64) and the number of split levels (3).
In terms of RD curves, “A” configuration with all possible splitting types outperforms other configurations by
significantly decreasing the bitrate required for sending
features. Both configurations with no asymmetrical splitting (“Q” and “S”) have similar performance, and the
results are almost indistinguishable. The objective and
subjective qualities are similar for all tested configurations, for depth maps and synthesized virtual views
(Figures 18 and 19).

9

However, even if the allowance of the symmetrical
rectangular splitting does not improve coding efficiency
in terms of bitrate and quality, it decreases the computational time of the decoding process (on average by 3 percentage points, as shown in Table 5). The addition of
asymmetrical rectangular splitting further decreases the
decoding time, but the gain is less noticeable.
Therefore, to illustrate the relationship between coding efficiency and splitting type, all three splitting configurations were compared for the recursive and
nonrecursive scenarios, with one and three split levels,
respectively. As previously stated, three coding efficiency
parameters were examined: quality of synthesized views
(Figure 20), bitrate (Figure 21), and decoding time
(Figure 22). All presented results were averaged over all
tested QP values.

F I G U R E 1 7 RD curves obtained for different split types: only
quad (blue), quad + symmetrical rectangular (orange), and all split
types (gray); initial grid size: 64  64, number of split levels: 3;
results averaged over all test sequences
F I G U R E 1 9 Comparison of tested configurations; fragment of
the virtual view synthesized based on calculated depth maps
(fragment colocated to the fragment of the input view presented at
the top left)

T A B L E 5 Comparison of decoding times for three
configurations with different splitting types
Configuration

F I G U R E 1 8 Comparison of tested configurations; fragment of
calculated depth map (fragment colocated to the fragment of the
input view presented at the top); sequence Carpark

Video type

Q-64-3

S-64-3

A-64-3

ERP

64%

62%

60%

Perspective

49%

46%

45%

CG

54%

52%

52%

NC

53%

50%

47%

Average

54%

51%

50%

Note: Presented as a percentage of the decoding time of the G17 anchor [23].
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F I G U R E 2 0 Quality gain for different splitting types (vs. quad
split only); in a nonrecursive scenario (top) and recursive scenario
(bottom); results averaged over all sequences (AVG), all
omnidirectional sequences (ERP), all perspective sequences
(Perspective), all computer-generated sequences (CG), and all
natural sequences (NC); A-64-1 is the state-of-the-art-approach [21]

F I G U R E 2 1 Bitrate change for different splitting types
(vs. quad split only); in a nonrecursive scenario (top) and
recursive scenario (bottom); results averaged over all sequences
(AVG), all omnidirectional sequences (ERP), all perspective
sequences (Perspective), all computer-generated sequences (CG),
and all natural sequences (NC); A-64-1 is the state-of-the-artapproach [21]

Figure 20 shows that the gain of using rectangular
splitting highly depends on the number of split levels.
For the nonrecursive scenario, both rectangular split
types increase the quality of synthesized views, but the
difference is negligible.
In the recursive approach, the “S” configuration has
a similar performance to configuration “Q” with quad
splitting only. The configuration with all split types
decreases the synthesis quality because of the minimum
size of the block. In configurations “S” and “Q,” the
minimum width or height of the block, which was split
three times, is 8 pixels (8 = 64  ½  ½  ½). In the
asymmetrical approach, the edge of the block may be
shorter, down to 1 pixel, if the smallest of two subblocks is recursively asymmetrically split three times
(1 = 64  1/4  1/4  1/4). In such a case, the shorter edge
of the block is smaller than the typical size of superpixels [29] used in the depth estimator (ie., in IVDE
software [26]), which may cause the wrong estimation
of depth for these areas.
However, even the highest loss of the quality may be
negligible because it is, on average, smaller than 0.1 dB
(Figure 20).

The influence of the splitting type on bitrate also
depends on the number of recursion levels (Figure 21).
When no recursion is used and when each block can be
split only once, usage of rectangular splitting slightly
increases the bitrate (compared to quad split only). This
is because an increase in metadata is needed to signal the
splitting type.
In the recursive scenario, the symmetrical rectangular
splits slightly increase the bitrate for the same reasons as
in the nonrecursive one. However, the influence of asymmetrical splitting is opposite, and it significantly
decreases the bitrate. This discrepancy was expected as
asymmetrical rectangular splitting fits into the edges in
the depth map faster than both symmetrical splitting
types (Figure 23). Therefore, fewer splits are needed to fit
into the depth edges on average. Thus, fewer blocks are
used, and fewer features have to be sent.
The last considered parameter was the decoding time.
For this parameter, the results are similar to recursive
and nonrecursive scenarios (Figure 22). Generally, rectangular splitting allows the additional decrease of the
computational time of the decoder compared to quad
splitting only.

SZYDEŁKO ET AL.

F I G U R E 2 2 Decoding time change for different splitting
types (vs. quad split only); in a nonrecursive scenario (top) and
recursive scenario (bottom); results averaged over all sequences
(AVG), all omnidirectional sequences (ERP), all perspective
sequences (Perspective), all computer-generated sequences (CG),
and all natural sequences (NC); A-64-1 is the state-of-the-artapproach [21]
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thus increasing the total bitrate. However, it significantly
decreases the computational time of the decoder and
further increases the quality of synthesized virtual views.
Therefore, comprehensive experiments were performed to present the advantages of the proposed
approach. In the experiments, 18 recursive and nonrecursive configurations were evaluated to investigate the
influence of the configuration of feature extraction on coding efficiency, including three crucial parameters: quality,
total bitrate, and decoding time. These experiments are
the first comprehensive test of the GA profile from the
incoming MIV in the feature-driven configuration.
The experimental results showed that various use
cases require different approaches. For low-bitrate
immersive video systems, where the bitrate has to be
optimized, the nonrecursive approach performed better
because of the smaller feature metadata bitstream. However, in practical systems, where the decoding process
has to be performed in real time and the quality of synthesized views has to be as high as possible, the proposed
recursive block splitting outperformed the state-of-the-art
approach.
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The paper proposes a new approach for deriving depth
map features that enhances the performance of decoderside depth estimation. In the state-of-the-art method,
depth features (ie., the nearest and farthest depth values
and the flag describing the temporal stability of depth)
are derived for blocks of a fixed size (eg., 64  64 pixels),
which can be split only once to better fit the edges within
the depth map.
In the proposed approach, splitting is not constrained,
and the block grid can be better adapted to the edges due
to the allowance of further splitting of already split
blocks. Such an approach requires sending more features,
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